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Masculine Strategies in Russian Orthodoxy:
From Asceticism to Militarization

Boris Knorre

1 Disproportion in Russian Orthodoxy and Its Dynamics

A firm belief in the overrepresentation of women among Russian churchgoers is well
established not only among researchers—the sociologists who focus on Russian
Orthodoxy—but also in the public media. It was not by chance that the predominant
and permanent category of Soviet-era parishioners was called babushkas (grand-
mothers), because women of high retirement age indeed made up the bulk of
parishioners. However, Russian researchers continue to postulate, when referring
also to the post-Soviet period, that women attend church more often, observe fasting
more often, and have more trust in the Russian Orthodox Church than men.
Moreover, this overrepresentation of female churchgoers is accentuated as some-
thing more strongly in contrast with the rest of the Christian world (Belyakova et al.
2011); (Barannikov and Matronina 2004, pp. 102–107); (Lokosov and Sinelina
2008).

As noted by the Russian researcher of Orthodox church culture, K. Mikhaylov,
“the amazing history of St. Matrona’s cult is a vivid example of female influence in
modern Orthodoxy” (Mikhaylov 2015). “Twenty years ago, she was an unofficial,
locally venerated saint with a way of living that seemed weird in a church perspec-
tive because her cult incorporated a great number of folk elements. However, now,
quite opposite, Matrona is not only officially canonized as a saint, but also has
become perhaps the most popular saint of the Russian Orthodox Church, and in
Moscow she is almost second to none. The cult of “Dear Mother Matronushka” is
predominantly female, and it is the key role of women in modern Russian religious
life that made its rapid development possible” (Mikhaylov 2015).

However, if we consider the dynamics of the gender disproportion change, we
can see that a tendency of its leveling out has persisted over a fairly long period of
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time. For example, the Russian sociologist M. Tarusin (Tarusin 2006), in his paper
“Religion and Society,” shows an empirical leveling out of the gender disproportion
indicated by church attendance near the end of the Soviet period and in the first
15 years of the church life renewal in Russia. On his data many more men attended
worship services in 2006 than in the late Soviet period, with the disproportion
shifting from 1: 4 to 1: 3 by 2006 (Tarusin 2006).

As for the gender proportion in the later period, we rely on 2012 data from the
sociological service “Sreda” for the indicator “attendance at Orthodox services.”
According to Sreda, 31% of women and 16% of men attended church services
several times a year in 2012 (Poseschenie 2012). Since participation in worship is
a key feature, we can argue from the data on it that the gender gap in Orthodox
parishes has been diminishing, but this gap has survived to date. This means that
while the disproportion has not disappeared over the post-Soviet period, it is being
leveled out. Let us try to analyze and explain this development.

2 The Standard Russian Model of Masculinity
in the Consumer Era

To analyze masculinity in post-Soviet Russian Orthodoxy, we take as the current
masculinity model the features of masculinity as conditioned by modern globaliza-
tion and democratic changes in the world since the Second World War. That is, we
proceed from a fairly common conclusion, postulated in particular by the researchers
(Kon 2009; Kosterina 2012; Zdravomyslova and Temkina 2001; Tartakovskaya
2000a, b, 2010, 2013) and (Yurchak 2002), that over the past 50 to 70 years,
traditional masculinity stereotypes have shifted from some primordial standard of
masculinity to a “liberal democratic” type.1 This is a shift affecting even conserva-
tively biased social groups that showcase their commitment to centuries-long tradi-
tional behavioral attitudes.

Of course, some of the “sacred cows” of primordial masculine identity remain
effective today (potential use of physical force, willingness to risk one’s own life,
virility, dominant patriarchal relationships in the family, and homophobia)
(Kosterina 2012, p. 83). Nevertheless, there are obvious signs of a transition from
this primordial masculinity in which physical strength is at the top of the behavioral
hierarchy, to a new masculinity type valuing completely different qualities, for
example, intellectuality, education, consistency, and indulgence toward others.

Masculinity in the context of the educated urban environment, developed infor-
mation technologies, and the information age is associated to a greater degree not

1A “liberal democratic” type of masculinity means, in accordance with (Oushakine 1999) and
(Skobtsova 1998), a model which allows men to realize their masculinity through personal
autonomy, private ownership, economic independence, rationalism, and liberal rights which
allow and active political participation.
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with physical domination, but with leadership of a more complex order—self-
expression in social and political life, ideological initiative, and the capability to
achieve material and financial benefits and career success. One way or another, the
modern sources of masculinity now comprise status, money, signs of prestige,
family, and career. These elements and associated masculinity strategies fit into
the overall “consumerist” mental attitude (Radina and Nikitina 2013).

Accordingly, Radina and Nikitina have noted that today the “highest level of
psychological well-being” can be found among “men centered on themselves and
their appearance,” and largely committed to consumerist values and practices. It
turns out that caring for oneself is beneficial, and consumerism contributes to
psychological adaptability (Radina and Nikitina 2013, pp. 123–124). That is, the
new masculine trends of today are above all egalitarianism, “soft masculinity,” self-
care, and individualism. These qualities are normally expected today in educated
urban men, who are often ranked as the “creative class.”

In this situation, what are the prerequisites for implementation of these masculine
strategies within the Orthodox social milieu? Several key sociocultural factors
should be noted: an imperative to social action, and behavioral patterns and attitudes
in Russian Orthodoxy that affect the possibility of expression of the new masculine
behaviors.

First, let us consider the church’s attitude toward success as such—whether it be
success in achieving a high standard of living and well-being, or success as career,
work, or professional realization.

There is here a certain systemic inconsistency: at the theological, ecclesiastical,
and ascetic level, Orthodoxy has failed to develop respect toward and recognition of
the importance of mundane human activity, since Orthodox theological thought
never occupied itself with socioeconomic problems for a long time (Koval’ 2010,
pp. 76–79). Such theologians as G. Fedotov, Fr. J. Meyendorff, and Fr. Sergiy
Bulgakov point out the problem of the lack of lay ethics in Orthodoxy. As
Fr. I. Meyendorff notes, in Orthodoxy “no attempt has been made to develop a
‘mundane’ ethic for man in general” (Mejendorf 2001, p. 320).

The monastic ideal serves as a guideline and normative model with which not
only monks but all believers should comply. According to Fr. Sergius Bulgakov,
“everyone is called to be an ascetic monk in his heart” (Bulgakov 2011). The mental
attitude of eschatological, otherworldly, or “supernatural values, which lie outside
human life, and where a temporary earthly existence is perceived as smoke, steam,
ash, dust, and stench,” corresponds well with the monastic ideal according to a well-
known monastic teacher (Velichkovskij 1990), as well as with the overall tendency
of self-debasement expressed in a category of kenosis. As Tatiana Koval’ demon-
strates, these attitudes have survived in modern Orthodoxy (Koval’ 2008, Koval’
2010).

In the post-Soviet period and in the process of the Orthodox revival of
prerevolutionary models from different periods, the above-mentioned mental atti-
tudes linked to monastic culture, stylistics, and kenotic consciousness were repli-
cated. Accordingly, one of the predominant ethical paradigms that manifested itself
apparently enough in the church of the 1990s was to not approve of success at all, but
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on the contrary to encourage failure and weakness as a kind of virtue. A. Maler
depicts the situation in the first 15 years of post-Soviet Orthodoxy: “a sin that is least
forgiven by the church is the attempt to say that success can be a virtue” (Maler
2009).

For post-Soviet Orthodoxy, it was not only a statement of the imperfection and
sinfulness of human nature (emphasizing the dogma of original sin) that was plain to
see, but also the stereotypical image created that vividly expressed this imperfection.
Weakness and self-humiliation have become a kind of Orthodox self-presentational
style in mutual interaction. This is reflected even in the church manuals on “church
etiquette.” For example, the booklet by hieromonk Aristarkh (Lokhanov) entitled
“What you need to know about church etiquette” says that “very often it is a look—a
meek, humble, downcast look—that immediately betrays a well-educated person, in
our case a church-going person” (Lokhanov 1999).

With such attitudes the church subculture of the 1990s produced a peculiarly
positive image of a person who is not socially well adapted and prefers not to get
involved in social affairs, remaining “a monk in the world” (monakh v miru) (Knorre
2009). Such mental attitudes were often people’s excuse for being social losers,
withdrawing from social life and career, saying that it all had no value in the eyes of
God. Thus, on the whole, the sociocultural masculine stereotype of post-Soviet
Orthodoxy does not favor masculine strategies of consumerist and professional
realization, the achievement of secure status, the conquest of prestige in society,
and so on since these are utterly contrary to it. The traditional church subculture of
the post-Soviet period has demonstrated not only depreciation of men’s attractive-
ness in any way related to professional position and career, but also of the attrac-
tiveness associated with external appearance, social lifestyles, and ways of
communicating with women. As Konstantin Mikhaylov notes, the normative mas-
culinity of the Orthodox environment “implies negligence (within reasonable limits),
lack of attention to appearance, a peculiar fear of bodily beauty as a quality firmly
associated with women” (Mikhaylov 2016, p. 118). We would add that this negli-
gence in the church milieu is associated with the general attitude toward earthly
things and the flesh as “dust,” having no real value in the eyes of God; but if it
attributes any value to physical concerns, they are probably only purely instrumental
in nature. This bodily side, and physical appearance, should be taken care of to an
extent that does not distract from spiritual life and “does not interfere with it,” which
means that concern over one’s own appearance should be of low priority.

Notably, the attitude toward sexual relations and openly sexual impulses in
Orthodoxy, especially in Russia, is very cautious and even suspicious (Pushkareva
1995, pp. 55–70). For quite long in the history of the Russian Orthodox tradition
sexual relations were legitimated only within marriage: “the purpose of Christian
marriage is the birth and upbringing of children; however, the very sexual instinct is
considered wicked, and its realization practiced for pleasure is sinful” (Shashkov
1898, p. 141).

At the beginning of the post-Soviet Orthodox revitalization, accompanied by the
prevalence of monastic ethics, under the charm of which many lay people had fallen,
sexual relations were still considered something not per se good, and could be
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justified only in marriage and only for the sake of childbirth. Moreover, in the 1990s
the idea of abandoning sexual relations, even in marriage, if the spouses already had
children or if they could no longer conceive a child for physical reasons, was popular
among church adherents. For example, such an idea was practiced in the communi-
ties ruled by the well-known elder archimandrite Naum (Baiborodin) (Mitrokhin
2006, pp. 126–148).

In “The Basis of the Social Concept of Russian Orthodox Church” accepted by
the ROC Archbishops’ Council in 2000, the view on sexual relations has been
expressed with a more positive spin: “the Church does not at all call to abhor the
body or sexual intimacy as such. For the physical relations between man and woman
are blessed by God in marriage in which they express chaste love, complete
communion and the ‘harmony of the minds and bodies’ of the spouses” (The
Basis 2000). However, in general, even in the modern Russian tradition, the view
of sexual attraction and desire remains in many aspects negative (Berkhin 2016). The
very thought of sex in the ascetic literature is considered something not good and is
designated by the negative word pokhot (lust), and one’s personal inclination to
engage in sexual relations as a personal habit is called by the negative term
sladostrastie (voluptuousness). In this regard, the very thought of sex should be
blocked or driven away. This negative assessment of sexuality is fixed in particular
in repentant practice including daily prayers that are supposed to be recited by the
laity.

Ascetic literature encourages fear of sexual thoughts so much that even health and
good physical form can be perceived very ambiguously—with both a “plus” and a
“minus” valuation, because it is thought to provoke sexual impulses. An eloquent
statement by the priest Arkady Shatov about enduring sickness suggests considering
not only the “cons,” but also the “pros,” of sickness—because a human being in
sickly physical condition is subject to less temptation to sexual desire, so that it
becomes easier to combat voluptuousness:

Tell me, please, how do these three things—health, wealth, and fame—and their
opposites—illness, loss, and slander—relate to the three main passions? Health is
fraught with lust, glory with self-conceit, and loss with avarice. So you see, it turns
out that the Lord, letting us suffer such temptations, wants to burn our main passions.
Therefore, if we are sent a disease, we must thank God, because He teaches us to
avoid lust (Shatov 2010).

3 Money and Opportunities for Material Achievement

The pursuit of material well-being and financial and material achievements under the
conditions of the post-Soviet ecclesiastical social milieu also cannot be part of
masculinity in the church milieu, because welfare in itself is not seen by the church
as a normative model one should strive after.
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Despite such a phenomenon as “Josephitism,”2 in the Russian Orthodox tradition
it is somewhat typical to justify poverty and the failure of a person, while at the same
time justifying the need for the possession of land and other material resources by the
church. Church authors, following “Lives of the Saints” (a special genre of Church
literature—the biographies of a saints or an ecclesiastical leaders), usually try to
convey to believers a peculiar variant of non-possession (Malinov 2009). The
ecclesiastical edifying literature—the most popular type among Orthodox
readers—advocates a peculiar ethics of poverty permeated by the idea of the
righteousness of the poor and the depravity of the rich, a sermon built on the
conviction that “poverty and wretchedness,” combined with “faith and piety, with
patience and submission to the will of God, are not poverty, but acquisition, not
punishment, in a sign of God’s love” (Muretov, 1889, pp. 496–497).

In the post-Soviet, 1990s onset of the Orthodox revival, this kind of church ethics
of poverty found good ideological support. The monastic ideal promoting weakness
as a value turned out to be very popular. Accordingly, a lack of funds, poverty, and
socioeconomic difficulties in general were regarded as a symbol of a special “God’s
chosenness,” while a calm, prosperous life in a materially everyday sense was
something non-standard, exceptional, and unnatural (Knorre 2009). Maxims such
as “it’s bad to be unwilling to be poor” (Chrisostomos 2009) turned out to be a
characteristic element of the church’s edifying discourse, and the desire for material
well-being and financial solvency was often characterized by the negative term
“acquisitiveness,” meaning a certain sinful passion that church asceticism must
counter.

The ROC thus offered men a model of masculinity different from the new type
promoted in post-Soviet Russia. The transformation of Soviet Russia into the
Russian Federal Republic shaped concepts of masculinity quite opposite to those
encouraged by the church culture. Secular concepts of masculinity from the begin-
ning of the 1990s focused on material security and economic independence. This
new post-Soviet type of masculinity was called “the masculinity of the autonomous,
liberal owner” (Zdravomyslova and Temkina 2001, p. 450), as it implied the
realization of male identity through active political participation, economic indepen-
dence, and taking opportunities to confirm their sexuality and virility. And this type
implemented its own stylistic design in the image of “a physically strong, healthy,
rich, expensively and tastefully dressed man” (ibid, p. 450), close to the “modern

2Josephitism—a Church-political movement in Russian history and in the history of Russian
Orthodox church, which defended the right of monasteries to land ownership and ownership of
property for the purpose of carrying out extensive educational and charitable activities by monas-
teries. However indeed it realized to be an ideological trend supporting close Church–state relations
and Church–state collaboration where the Church implements and helps the state in its political
policy. Accordingly, the ecclesiastic elite assumes many of the cultural and aesthetic standards that
are inherent in the state elite, and seeks to keep up with the state’s top officials in their material
support and education. Historically Josephitism is founded by the Russian Saint Josef of Volotsky
and his monks-ancestors at the end of XV–beginning of XVI. See for more details Alexeev (2011).
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hegemonic masculinity of Western men of that time—autonomous, rational owner
with liberal rights” (Oushakine 1999).

Obviously the ROC offered something quite different from this type. It seems that
the Orthodox model, connected with “aesthetization of weakness,” “detachment
from secular activity,” and from pursuit of career success, was more appealing to
those who did not master the transformation period successfully in the material and
financial sense, who could not fit into the new market culture and to those of a
contemplative type of character not inclined to adapt to rapid social changes.

Clearly, within these church cultural settings, it is difficult for men to pursue a
strategy of well-being and a high standard of living. If some do, it is contrary to the
church value system and not because of it. Here we may reasonably ask how this
correlates with the fact that church leaders do not shun friendship with businessmen
and strongly emphasize their importance as church benefactors. This seeming
contradiction in the church system can be understood by the fact that the involve-
ment of businessmen in Orthodox church life as a rule does not entail the necessity
for them to assimilate church standards or adopt its ascetic rules and ethics. While
these are normally operative for average parishioners, church norms are understand-
ably not on businessmen’s agendas (Köllner 2013, pp. 37–52).

Yet another “sacred cow” of masculinity— self-confidence and reliance on one’s
own strengths and capabilities—is also not supported by the Orthodox sociocultural
matrix in which such mental attitudes as the presumption of one’s own guilt, an a
priori guilty disposition (part of church etiquette requiring a person to declare their
own guilt), utter insolvency, and non-compliance with requirements [imposed]
“from above” all work against masculine self-confidence (Knorre 2011,
pp. 317–40).

Recalling that the masculinity of the modern consumerist type promotes the
option of individual self-expression including an individual style of male fashion
as a form of protest against the standardization of appearance, it turns out again that
church culture does not advocate this component of masculinity (Lokhanov 1999).

More generally, the commitment to the monastic ideal by religious men brings
about at least indirectly limitations on their possibilities for individual self-
expression and expression of will. This limitation on the new masculinity strategy
of self-expression in society and on the sociopolitical plane restrains individual
initiative and ideas, due to the presence of such ethical-behavioral principles as
“obedience” in the Orthodox social milieu (Zabaev 2007, p. 19).

To some extent the church culture mistrusts a person’s mental impulses in
general. These need to be legitimized through the “blessing” of a priest and the
“obedience” imposed by a priest on the person in the church milieu. The maxim
expressed by Fr. Vladislav Sveshnikov in his “Sketches of Christian Ethics”3 is
rather typical: “Obedience, if accepted heartily, completely eradicates the ‘I want’
principle—the basic principle of sinful existence” (Sveshnikov 2000, p. 196). He

3Students in the spiritual Orthodox schools and institutes study the discipline “Moral Theology”
using this book.
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proposes we consider the impulse of will in human nature as something fundamen-
tally negative. Distrust of personal will as a cultural attitude, a scheme devoid of
religious reflection, is copied and transferred the sphere of relations between people
in the church, thus becoming one of the standards of its communicative culture.

Obviously, this curbs the manifestation in the church milieu of leadership qual-
ities which for many men are inherent elements of their masculinity. But such
mistrust also means that social activity, awareness of rights and freedoms, and any
political protest find no support in the church milieu. In the context of the laymen’s
modern life, the ascetic principles of obedience in monasticism offer a rationale for
the “escape” from responsibility for this world, and from an active social position,
and make Orthodox men inclined to an individualistic closure within themselves
rather than to an active role in.

4 Ways of Men’s (Hyper)Compensation

In the previous section we tried to show how many strategies of masculinity popular
in today’s “globalized” values are blocked by Orthodox ascetic norms and church
ethos. Accordingly, the question arises in what ways church-going men involved in
church life compensate for the lack of “masculinity implementation.” There are
several ways:

1. “Consumerization” of the church environment and adaptation of the behavior of
the Orthodox faithful to consumerist standards.

2. Rejection of “individualization”: instead of which the ambition to implement an
alternative masculinity inspired by the global “neo-imperial” [political] project.

3. Militarization, brutalization, and the commitment to use physical force to dem-
onstrate the dominance of patriarchal domestic values over liberal, “western-
originated” traditions, and to demonstrate imperial military power.

The consumerization of church life, the adaptation of the Orthodox believers’
behaviors to consumerist standards, is the process of a departure from stereotypes
associated with the church’s ascetic paradigm of monasticism. This process actively
started in the second half of the 2000s, after about 15 years of church life revival in
post-Soviet Russia, when the Russian Orthodox Church began to focus on the fact
that Orthodoxy in Russia had acquired the status of a public or in some aspects even
civil religion (Knorre 2014, pp. 50–61).

When Vladimir Putin became Russia’s ruler and started regular demonstrative
participation in solemn festive Orthodox “Divine Services” many state officials and
some politicians began to express ideas of closer collaboration between state and
church, and some even started to propose different forms of church–state relations.
Among these officials appeared something like a “fashion of Orthodoxy”: active
participation in Orthodox holidays, fasting, and “dipping into icy water” on the day
of Epiphany. Orthodox-believer officials have formed a pro-church lobby in the
governmental elite—so that, one can posit the existence—from the beginning of the
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2000s—of a certain new elite group: a subculture of Orthodox-oriented elites in
Russia.

Such a phenomenon is reflected in the emergence of various calls (from both
church officials and politicians and officials) for Orthodoxy to be state ideology, a
mechanism to achieve consensus in Russian society, and for strengthening national
security (Knorre 2014, pp. 50–53). Accordingly, joint church–political projects
supported by state grants emerged, as for example, the youth-based “Orthodox
Corps” within the framework of the ideological movement “Nashi” (Knorre 2014,
p. 52).

Accordingly, the public role of Orthodoxy began to significantly transform itself
into a public religion respectable in the eyes of the political establishment—a process
that some researchers assess as elaborating a specific Orthodox identity in Putin’s
Russia (Agadjanyan 2017). An important step in this transformation came in the
second half of the 2000s, when the church began to proclaim a strategy called a
“broader social mission” to broaden the involvement of different subcultures and
professional communities within the orbit of church social activity, and the very
church conceptualized the extension of parish social services to compensate for the
lack of state institutions of social support.

As part of change in the social role of Orthodoxy in Russia, the transition from
narrow church ghetto to religion of the masses, a church discussion about revisiting
the behavioral stereotypes of the Orthodox faithful became imminent. Part of this
discussion reiterated the necessity to overcome the image of the Russian believer as a
weak, ascetic person focused on monasticism and patterns of behavior that limit
various social initiatives (Maler 2009). Some church press releases of that time
suggest that the issue of overcoming the monastic-oriented paradigm associated with
the aestheticization of weakness began to be actively discussed in the church
environment. See for example: Kuraev “It’s time for the Orthodox to feel the taste
of career” (Kuraev 2008a, pp. 150–152) and Anna Pal’cheva “Why do some
Orthodox look like dead fish?” (Pal’cheva et al. 2007). This discussion implied the
necessity for Orthodoxy to break out of the semi-closed church subculture. Also,
church polemists began to advocate the expansion of forms of church life defending
the right to go beyond the ascetic “typikon type” of piety described by Maria
(Skobtsova 1998).

At this time in some parishes there appears a restoration of some culturally
pre-revolutionary Russian traditions, such as centers for “Slavonic-Goritsky wres-
tling” (Filatov 2005) and Russian national dances (Filatov 2009). On the other hand,
along with the process of partial rehabilitation of Soviet culture, elements of the
Soviet “monumental style” were reproduced in the official ceremonies of the church
(Volkova 2009).

Orthodoxy, increasingly in contact with consumer culture in the process of its
revitalization in Russia, in one way or another has been faced with the necessity of
accepting some elements of it. One can observe how, in their desire for a more
extensive outreach in the mid-2000s, church missionaries themselves began to
imitate consumer marketing trends, employing glamorous media styles in church
representational material. For example, some church publications were released in
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“glossy” style, in particular the magazine Foma, which reported on examples of
successful Orthodox people with photos and biographies, to demonstrate that Ortho-
doxy can be part of an up-to-date lifestyle, not a religion of the poor, but one suitable
for rich and socially prominent people. There church leaders and priests take the
position that strict dress code is not required of Orthodox believers. This discussion
was marked by a landmark analysis in Foma entitled “Do jeans interfere with
salvation?” by Vladimir Legoyda, editor of Foma and head of the ROC Synodal
Information Department from 2009 (Legoyda 2001).

With the advancing consumerization of church culture, men in the church are
getting the chance to implement some masculinity strategies within consumerism’s
legitimization process in the church milieu. Church culture has become less homo-
geneous. Different subcultures, for example, bikers and rockers, have started affil-
iating themselves with Orthodox culture, disregarding, of course, the traditional
ascetic ideals, and they are nevertheless still included in the church social milieu at
the level of worshipers and participants in extra-liturgical communities or “special
interest clubs.” Sometimes they have carried out activities under the banner of
Orthodoxy, as when, for example, bikers hold motor rallies “for the sake of the
triumph of the Orthodox faith and national glory of Russia.”4 Although this process
is criticized by more conservative Orthodox believers (Kholmogorov 2004, 2010), it
has gained momentum and is supported by some in the church hierarchy (Kuraev
2008b).

Consumerization of the church space is not the only cultural turn in the ROC.
Many pre-revolutionary imperial symbols and forms of cultural representation have
been rehabilitated, which in turn is more than just a cultural phenomenon. The ROC
is involved in certain neo-imperial project (Krasikov 2009), as it has its own
geopolitical strategy in international politics. As part of this imperial trend and the
ROC’s international policy, the second option of behavioral strategy became possi-
ble for men—the rejection of individualization and the masculine strategies charac-
teristic of consumerist culture, for the sake of participating in the global project. We
are referring to a way of overcompensation for the lack of opportunities to realize a
masculine strategy in the church space, through the project of an alternative to
Western-inspired globalization, that is, of resistance to the West in a mission of
global spiritual and cultural “war.” Such self-awareness allows men to feel like
“heroes” and “warriors” on the geopolitical front, and accordingly is a prerequisite
for high self-esteem. The goal of Russia’s self-assertion as a new empire, “the
salvation of the whole world from destruction,” fills life with a special meaning
and is felt to be a commensurate price to pay for the restrictions imposed by church
culture on masculine strategies. This is similar to the overcompensation scenarios
presented in the USSR, as noted in (Zdravomyslova and Temkina 2001, p. 442):
“The life of a Soviet man of the previous generation was full of meaning. Serving the

4See the websites of the main Orthodox motorbike association “Motobratiya vo Khriste” [Moto-
brotherhood in Christ] http://motobratiyamo.ru/ and http://www.pravmir.ru/pravoslavnyie-
baykeryi-vyipustili-blagotvoritelnyiy-motokalendar/.
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Homeland (state) was his male vocation. This ministry is worthy of reward—so he
became a hero.”

In the Soviet Union this compensatory model was the ideal of a Soviet hero, a
man acting as a builder of a great power. Sacrificial service to the Homeland, loyalty
to the principles, and commitment to military-protective functions were the main
features of the Soviet man—a representative of a great imperial power (ibid.).

5 Militarization: Another Masculine Strategy

Part of the strategy of inclusion of the global imperial project is another important
masculine (hyper-)compensation option participation in the global project of milita-
rization and brutalization. This inclusion of the global project is worth separate
mention because as the sociocultural transformations of post-Soviet Orthodoxy
make their way, the traditional monasticism-inspired ethos has been overcome not
only along the path of consumerization and ideologization, but also on that of
militarization as such, which can be related to ideologization or independent of it.

In the 1990s Orthodox neophytes maintained an ambivalent attitude toward the
Russian army. On the one hand, the church—as always—regarded the defense of the
Homeland as a virtue. However, at the onset of the post-Soviet revival of Orthodoxy,
the Russian army as such was perceived by believers as an institution inherited by
post-Soviet Russia from the Soviet past and thereby raised suspicions in church
people, so that the majority of church communities were not ready to regard it as a
church-friendly force. In the church discussion over the military, a reference to the
Canon rule of St. Basil the Great was often cited warriors who killed someone in a
righteous battle, “had to keep themselves from the Holy Communion as having
unclean hands for three years” (Canon 13 of St Basil).

In addition, wariness of the army in the church milieu of the 1990s was also due to
the contemplative prayerful mood prevailing in the newly opened churches at the
onset of the post-Soviet revival of church life in Russia (Knorre 2009), which was
difficult to reconcile with the aesthetics of weapons. This, however, raised objections
on the part of certain believers. We cite as an example the perplexity expressed by
one parishioner of St. Nicholas’s Church at Kuznetsy in 1996:

So why is the holy cause of military service so unwelcome and why does it cause so much
disapproval? Why have we adopted such a negative attitude towards weapons? This is a
sphere of life that cannot but evoke admiration and mystical thrill in one’s soul. The weapon
itself is fascinating and charming. In our Church people are continually urged to be meek, so
Christianity is in a losing position versus [warlike] paganism. (Artem Nikolaev, Moscow,
1996)

We see that the process of revising the contemplative and compliant prayerful
attitude in favor of the militant-romantic one has been developing among some men
in the church milieu, sometimes accompanied by a mystical glorification of war and
weapons, which also has worked against the general perception of Orthodoxy as a
pacifist religion. This rethinking has become so strong over time that the author has a
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sufficient basis for speaking of such a phenomenon as the “Orthodox theology of
war.”

The popularization of military service as a religiously motivated sphere provides
men with the opportunity to implement masculinity strategies that are largely
legitimate despite oppressive church attitudes of obedience, suppression of initiative,
and rationalism. A war waged for the protection of the church, shrines, and Father-
land (Chaplin 2007) is considered as quite permissible (almost a priority), even
within the framework of oppressive monastically oriented culture. For example,
within the educational shelter of the Bogolyubov monastery (a fundamentalist center
with a rather pronounced oppressively totalitarian ethos) under Vladimir, pupils are
preparated for prospective military service and even for service in hot spots
(Mikhaylov 2016, pp. 118–119).

Within the logic of this phenomenon, the use of physical force and violence is
legitimized as an essential element of primordial masculinity. This model makes it
possible to at least performatively implement the patriarchal character and orienta-
tion to archaism, as well as visibly represent traditional values and a patriarchal ideal
at the level of aesthetics. Besides that, for men in Orthodox circles there are certain
expectations based not only on Russian Imperial ideology, but also, as Helen
Zorgdrager correctly remarks, on the pressure of popular images of the
“hypermasculine ideal” deriving from the general Russian cultural context
(Zorgdrager 2013, pp. 221–222.).

These are the images associated with the romanticization and partial transfer of
prison culture to the civilian environment, the spread of thriller films as well as state
propaganda in which Vladimir Putin is considered a kind of hypermasculine role
model. All these models in one way or another have had an impact on the Orthodox
environment. The factor contributing most to “church militarization” in Russia for
the last 15 years is a media culture devoted to re-creating the “Great Patriotic War” in
newly made films. In circles of Orthodox parishioners, to this is added a traditionalist
view of the function and role of men in the family, frequent recollections of the
pre-revolutionary experience, Cossack and military aesthetics, and the “victories of
Russian arms” under Orthodox banners. The consequence is the image of the
“Russian hero” and “Orthodox warrior” popular in Orthodox journalism.

During the post-Soviet period the Second World War also receives a specific
adoption in Orthodox conscience—a spiritual reinterpretation as a great spiritual
event. Anna Briskina-Müller (2015) analyzes the process of the reception of the
symbols of the Second World War in church rhetoric, while drawing attention to the
church’s comprehension of the victory of the USSR in the Great Patriotic War as a
spiritually significant mystical phenomenon deriving value categories from Soviet
military attributes and symbols of the military reality of the 1940s. In her work
today’s ecclesiastic leaders in Russia and public figures are introducing new code
words into the figurative language of the church, highlighting the idea of “military-
expansionist” Orthodoxy. Andrey Desnitsky also focuses on the church’s reinter-
pretation of the trials of the Great Patriotic War as a spiritual achievement of the
church. The ecclesiastic consciousness of the value of the Great Patriotic War has led
to a certain “religion of victory” as a new civil religion in Russia.
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On the whole, one can find a similar tendency in the manifestation of masculine
militaristic strategies implemented already in the Soviet period.

Notably, the compensatory masculinity models offered in the framework of the
ROC overlap with options from the Soviet era. Accordingly, for (Zdravomyslova
and Temkina 2001, p. 441), “A real man is primarily a participant in the heroic
industrialization of the country and the Great Patriotic War. This image was repli-
cated by Soviet cinema, literature, art as a positive socio-anthropological type.”

6 Conclusion

Finally, we offer some explanations for the gender disproportion in Russian Ortho-
doxy, where men are by far less present than women. As we see, the church ethos
includes a set of sociocultural attitudes that hinder the realization of the most usual
contemporary masculine strategies suggested by a globalized world. In spite of the
changes brought by globalization, the achievements of the technological era, and the
development of social institutions, Russian Orthodoxy still upholds lifestyle prefer-
ences peculiar to the primordial standard of masculinity. While the values of modern
masculinity are rationalism, intellectual leadership, good physical shape, entrepre-
neurship, professional realization, and the ability to achieve financial well-being,
traditional Orthodox culture does not encourage men to realize these inclinations. On
the contrary, guilt feelings, self-belittling, restricted self-expression, a culture of
“obedience,” and the rhetoric of poverty justification are cultivated.

However, we can also observe sociocultural trends and processes in the church
culture that allow men, within limits, to compensate for the lack of masculinity in
other ways. Some groups of Orthodox male believers are extending stepwise the
types of accepted church-parish activity, including rock music, motorbikes, sport
fighting, dancing, and other entertainments, while slowly also legitimizing consum-
eristic standards inside the church social milieu. Other groups of male believers find
their way to masculinity compensation by involving themselves in the ideological
“neo-imperial” project. A third category finds compensation in militarization and
brutalization that has led to the justification of war actions from the point of view of
church soteriology and elaborated a certain “theology of war.” This last path to
masculine compensation seems to be the most dangerous and dark effect to the
limitations that the church ethos imposes on men.
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